Abstract

The students who have appeared for standard 10th have to make decision regarding their future as soon as their exams are over. There are many parameters which can influence the decision of the student. In such a situation, there are chances that students land up taking wrong decision. There are various centers which organize aptitude test which can help the student in deciding their career. But going to the center for the test is again time consuming and inconvenient at times. Moreover, the admission process for seeking admission in junior college is also tedious. The students are sometimes unable to fill their form for preference of colleges. Today, the smart phones have replaced desktop, personal computer’s and laptops in many ways. This paper provides an android application as a solution to the above problem. This application will act as a guidance tool to seek admission in good colleges according to their area of interest. The aptitude test will guide them in choosing their field and a Global Positioning System(GPS) which will guide them in selecting good colleges.
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